The Wall Street Journal 10.28.2013—Mark Davies joins Vivint as the company’s new chief financial officer.

Huffington Post 8.16.2013—Vivint captures the nation’s attention with the Zero Home, which generates more energy than it uses.

CEPro 8.16.2013—After acquiring Smartrove, Vivint is now offering super-high speed wireless broadband—50 Mbps upload and download.

Green Source 8.6.2013—Vivint’s Zero Home is the first climate 5 production home with a HERS 0 rating that can be duplicated at an affordable price.

Forbes 8.2.2013—Vivint’s “smart home” makes more power than it consumes.

PCWorld 8.2.2013—PCWorld gives a floor-to-ceiling tour of America’s most energy-efficient home: Vivint Zero Home.

The Daily Beast 8.1.2013—Two Utah-based companies, Vivint and Garbett, make owning an ecofriendly smart house possible for more than just the 1%.

Fox News 8.01.2013—The Zero Home in Utah produces more energy than it uses.

Family Circle 5.22.2013—Vivint allows a home automation customer to keep an eye on her teenage daughter while traveling.

Fox News 5.9.13—Customizable home technologies like Vivint will be a tech trend in 2025

CEPro 5.1.2013—Vivint is No. 2 on CE Pro’s list of the highest revenue residential integration companies in North America.

Forbes 2.20.2013—Vivint is named to Forbes’ annual list of America’s Most Promising Companies.